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This month’s meeting Wednesday

15th April

Something different this month - SVMC’s

version of the supermarket BOGOF

offer.  We have two separate speakers

and two different topics. One is Tony

Scripps, a colleague of Dave Hineson, who

served on a British Nuclear Submarine at

the height of the Cold War in the 80’s who

will have some interesting tales to tell! The

other is from ARRF at Imjin who will be

telling us what they do there. It will be an

interesting evening. We will be starting at

8.00pm as usual.

Note:- This will be the last meeting of our

“indoor season”. Weather permitting, our

new Fly-in Organiser, Brian “Bumble”

Finch will be e-mailing details  of the venue

of the regular Wednesday evening each

week. (See the next column)

Quote of the Month

“When once you have tasted flight,

you will forever walk the earth with

your eyes turned skyward, for there you

have been, and there you will always long

to return.”— Leonardo da Vinci

(Editor’s comment:- With the start of the

Wednesday evening Fly-in in sight the

above quotation appeared most

appropriate.)

Wednesday evening Fly-ins

Scramble!

If you haven't taken advantage of the

recent good weather, its time to visit the

hangar, dust off the wing and get ready for

the Summer Fly-Ins.

As your new Summer Fly-in co-ordinator I

will do my best to arrange the weather for

a Wednesday evening to enable us all to

enjoy the delights of our Fly-in Hosts. As

always, the dates and venues will be a

closely guarded secret until a few days

before, with an on your marks, get ready

and go email on a Tuesday evening.

If you don't receive any notices, it could be

our database needs updating with your

latest details, please contact Bill or me to

get this corrected.

If you are a potential Host reading this,

please contact me to discuss details, we

are always looking for new venues.

Existing hosts can rest assured I will be

nagging you on a regular basis!

This year, we may have a couple more

picnic type fly-ins to fields with limited ( or

no!) facilities. We tried this at Bredon
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Gallops and Bowldown Farm last year with

great success.

Should you need to contact me, its best on

email brianbumble2@gmail.com or

call my mobile 07775 794426 call or txt.

Bumble - Summer Fly-in Co-ordinator

Are your Charts up to date?

John Hamer mailed from Nepal that the

CAA had issued two new half-mil charts.

Southern England and Wales (Edition 41)

was  published on 5th March and that for

Northern England and Northern Ireland

(Edition 38) on 2nd April. With the

approaching fly-in and flying season now

is the time to purchase the new chart and

then you can rest easy that you are flying

legally by having the current map with you.

Bomber Command Collection

The amount collected at the last meeting

for the upkeep of the Bomber Command

Memorial in London has been

acknowledged - see letter on the last page

of this newsletter

For Sale

EV97 Eurostar

One owner aircraft, 158 hrs TT since built

in 2002, always kept in private hangar,

extras include heater, oil cooler, 3 blade

Kiev prop, new style engine cowls,

strobes, electric artificial horizon, I-pad

mount, panel mounted radio and noise

cancelling headsets. Rebuilt by Evector in

Czech around a new fuselage following an

accident in 2006. Permitted until end of

June  - £32,000 Contact for more info and

photos 01242 820055 or

chrisoxleaze@gmail.com
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Prop Swinging Warning!

This photo is absolutely incredible!

It should be a poster for what NOT to

do. Spotted the mistake?

 Yes, I imagine you spotted it, too.

Never, ever, try to prop-start an

aircraft without  chocking the

wheels!
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